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DSP AVIO frequency converter 

a new IGBT Pwm hi-efficiency integrated 
system converter for top performances on 
400Hz ground power supply .  
DSP AVIO frequency convert are also 
available on multiple output system range 
and different standard size. Custom size 
are also available on request. 

Innovation, affidability, maximum power 
availability, redundancy, 
are some of the exciting features of the 
new ACS FC. 

Wide input power supply range available from 380 V ac to 480 V ac 3ph + G  
Multiple output configuration 200/115V 400Hz 3ph+ N + G ( adjustable +-10% ) 
36V 400Hz 1ph + N + G ( Available on 5 and 10kva output size) and 28Vdc 
( configuration available on 10-25-50 A output ) 
Standard bottom cable entry – degree of protection Ip21 

Trailer available on request to allow easy handling of the unit 
Top cable entry 
Increased degree of protection Ip23 to Ip42 
Frame Ral color on request to match the Customer ‘s needs 
Increased degree of protection Ip23 to Ip42 
Frame Ral color on request to match the Customer ‘s needs 

Remote console up to 10 Mt to remote control the system 

FE A TURE 

DSP and IGBT tecnology 

Input active PFC p.f. > 0,99 

Low input distorsion < 3% 

Wide input voltage range 

Full parallel up to 10 unit 

RS232, RS485, USB  

OTIONAL  

SNMP 

Parallel kit 

Modbus 

DSPower avionic frequency converter 400Hz 
from 10KVA to 60KVA 
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The large graphical display 

allows the display of all operating states of 
the FC,making it immediately visible the 
multiple readings of electrical been 
completed by the flow diagrams  
The   parameterization   is    easily  
managed  by  a specific menu,so the 
setting  of   various   communication 
interfaces. Functional  tests  can  be 
always controlled and programmed with  
great simplicity. 
The simple and intuitive graphical interface 
approach simplifies   the   process   of  
research  and programming throughout the 
system guaranteeing the immediacy of 
access to information. 

DSP (digital signal processor) at the heart of the system 

Five are the microprocessors that run and regulate the operation 

of the new DSPOWER AVIO CONVERTER,  guaranteeing 

constant control of all parameters of life. From the digital  

generation  of  the  PWM  signal act for the reconstruction of the 

sine wave  output, parallel to the supervision of the unit, is  

sampled, tested and 

corrected via DSP 

.

DSPower avio converter 

Complete and versatile communication interface 

Three       standard        comunication      are available 

to the outside,  RS23 - RS485 - USB 

In addition, the free contact interface can be 

configured  by  the  end  user.   Complete the 

allocation   ( as  an  option )   the   possibility 

connected   to   a  LAN  via  an  SNMP  agent, making 

so    the    DSPOWER AVIO CONVERTER   series 

manageable even on wide area network 

.
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TECHICAL SPECIFICATION 
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